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introduction 

definition of university (webster) 

 

           an institution  ...   

           for teaching and research and ... 



   university: 

 

   a place for discovering and distributing 
knowledge 

 

 



from the NWO website 

re: one of the research grant 

 

    if the applicant is to devote no more than 25% of 
his/her working time to non-research activities ( 
teaching, ....), the entire salary may be covered by 
the grant 



never too young to start 





from www.sciencekids.co.nz      







 INESPO (International Environment & 
Sustainability Project Olympiad)   

 

   for highschool students, worldwide 



 
     integration research in undergrad. curriculum 

 

 

 



example 

sci-351, ucroosevelt  

 

student choose and study topic not covered in class 

give a set of short set of lectures for their fellow student 

hand in a 15-30 page document, directed at their classmates, 

in 4 stages, with feedback at all stages 

have to include a list of recent research papers and a 
discussion on the topics currently studied in this area 

 



from faculty handbook ucroosevelt 

     requirements for all arts and humanities courses 

 

   100-level: proper referencing, compiling a bibliography, 
academic integrity 

 

    200-level: small research assignments, 

    oral presentations of semi-independent research 

 

    300-level:      independent research, writing an extended paper 
(5-7,000 words). 

 

 



from faculty handbook UCR 

requirement for all science courses 

 

    100-level:    training in problem-solving skills 

 

    200-level: showing the strong and weak points of experimental 
observationons and theoretical model 

 

    300-level:  study how research is done using case studies 

 

 



queen's university, engineering program 

   apsc 100: “practical engineering modules”  
   a full term team-based design project.  
 
 
 
   design has been embedded in many courses through the          
middle years of the various engineering programs 



 
     capstone projects 

 

 

 univ. of twente:  the bachelor’s thesis is the culmination of  
the bachelor’s programme 
 
and many (all?) canadian/dutch/... universities 
 

queen's computing cisc- 499: ... independent research, an oral 
presentation, and a written report are required.” 



 
     undergraduate research venues 

 

 

 











since 1988 



city university of  new york,  monash, nanyang 
singapore, wartwick, washington, western australia 





     finally 
 
 
 
the obvious summary: 
 
 
(from butler website) 
 
 
... the best way to teach research and creativity is by     
actually doing research and creativity ... 


